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Checklist for Luxury Real Estate 
Agents

                       By World Luxury Home

 I. Initial Contact:

1. Client Verification:

 Obtain a government-issued ID.

 Verify the ID against public records or professional online platforms (e.g., 
LinkedIn).

 Confirm the legal ownership of the property (for sellers):

 Obtain a copy of the title deed.

 Verify the title deed with local property records.

2. Preliminary Meetings:

 Schedule and conduct a preliminary meeting:

 Choose a comfortable and professional setting for the meeting.

 Prepare a list of questions to understand the client’s needs and 
expectations.
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 II. Property Evaluation:

1. Market Analysis:

 Conduct a comparative market analysis:

 Collect data on recent sales of similar properties in the area.

 Adjust for unique features, location, and condition of the property.

2. Property Inspection:

 Inspect the property:

 Schedule a convenient time for the inspection.

 Prepare a checklist of items to inspect including structural integrity, fixtures, 
and amenities.

3. Photography & Videography:

 Arrange for professional photography and videography:

 Schedule shoots during times with optimal natural lighting.

 Prepare a shot list to ensure all key features of the property are captured.

 III. Listing Preparation:

1. Listing Description:

 Craft a compelling and accurate listing description:

 Write a clear, concise, and engaging headline.

 Include keywords that potential buyers might use in their search.

2. Marketing Materials:

 Prepare brochures, virtual tours, and other marketing materials:

 Design professional and visually appealing brochures.

 Ensure virtual tours are easily accessible and functional on various 
devices.
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3. Legal Compliance:

 Ensure the listing complies with all legal and regulatory requirements:

 Check local real estate listing regulations.

 Ensure all necessary disclosures are accurately completed and 
included.

 IV. Client Communication:

1. Regular Updates:

 Provide regular updates:

 Schedule regular update meetings or calls.

 Prepare a status report prior to each update.

2. Negotiation & Offers:

 Assist in negotiating offers and counteroffers:

 Document all offers and counteroffers received.

 Communicate offers to the client in a timely manner.

 V. Closing Process:

1. Contract Review:

 Facilitate the review of the sale contract:

 Ensure all parties have a copy of the contract for review.

 Arrange for legal review if necessary.
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2. Final Inspections:

 Arrange for final inspections and appraisals:

 Schedule inspections with all necessary parties.

 Document the outcomes of all inspections.

3. Closing Documentation:

 Ensure all closing documents are prepared, reviewed, and signed:

 Prepare a checklist of all required documents.

 Ensure all parties have a clear understanding of the documents they are 
signing.

4. Post-Closing:

 Provide copies of all closing documents to the seller/buyer:

 Ensure documents are securely stored.

 Offer assistance with any post-closing issues or questions. Share again 
your contact information.

This checklist for luxury real estate agents provides a comprehensive guide for various 
stages of the real estate process. It covers initial contact and client verification, property 
evaluation including market analysis and inspections, listing preparation such as crafting 
compelling descriptions and creating marketing materials, client communication and 
negotiation, and the closing process including contract review, final inspections, and 
preparing closing documentation.

Contact World Luxury Home today to learn more about our services and take your 
luxury real estate business to new heights. With our expertise and resources, we can 
help you enhance your client experience, elevate your marketing strategies, and 
achieve unparalleled success in the luxury real estate market.

Don't miss out on the opportunity to stand out and thrive in this competitive industry. 

Reach out to us now and unlock your full potential!
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